Courtright has sworn offcredit cards,
and he's hardly alone. "I think hopefully consumers have learned a very

valuable-albeit painful-lesson in
how not to use credit cards," says
Hardekopf.
Ghanges in store? Even in the face
of this potent mix of fear and anger,
however, some expect consumers to
develop more faith in their cards over
the next several months as they discover their new rights. As oflate February, when the Credit CARD Act's
remaining provisions kicked in, card
companies are unable to retroactively increase rates on fixed-rate cards

except under very limited circumstances (for example, if a cardholder
is over 6O days late on a payment).
Additionally, companies now have to get permission
from cardholders before instituting over-the-limit fees.
Cardholders who dont agree to the fees will simply be
barred from spending more than they have been allotted.
This is an important departure from the old status quo,
in which consumers often unwittingly purchased beyond
their limits and found out about it only when their card
companies hit them with hefty fines.
With these provisions finally in effect, Americans'r€lationship with their cards could be at a turning point. It's'
possible that they will soon soften their opinions a bit, but
in manyways, the psychological and financial damagehas
already been done. "I think when everybody looks back
on it, the provisions from the Credit CARD Act will probably end up hurting more people than theyhelped," says
Hardekopf. "The provisions were very good, but the reaction that has taken place by issuers to make up for that
lost revenue has ended up hurting a wide base of credit
card consumers.l '
So where doeS this combination of reluctance and disilIusionment leave.the economy? On one hand, the backlash against crejdit cards has coincided with a surge in the
use ofdebit cards. Visa, for example, announced lastyear
that the last three months of zoo8 represented the first
time ever that the majority of its purchase volume came

from debit cards. "Whether that's a permanent shift, it's
hard to tell," says Ben Woolsey, a spokesperson for the
online marketplace CreditCards.com.
On a broader scale, Americans' reduced appetite for
credit is expected to eventually counteract the rash of
optimism that anchored the economy during the earliest
stages of the recovery. The way many investors see it, that
means that the market is headed for a sustained period

of slow growth.
"We had a society that was using credit egregiously,
and that's come to a screeching halt," says Kim Scott,
the manager of the Ivy Mid Cap Growth mutual fund.

"And so the forced or'voluntary reduction in the use of
credit by consurneis is a reason why we'll have a slowergrowth economy." I
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Talkingto GenY
Aboutthe New
Culture of Thrift
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eneration Y-the group of Americans currently
in their late t6enslo early 3os-gets called a lot
of names.
Personal finance advisers dub genY-ers spend-

thrifts. Marketers consider them brand-lovers.
Pop psychologists describe them as coddled products of
helicopter parents: a generation th4t can barely survive in
the real world on its own. But one of their defining characteristics-their sawiness as consumers, derived from
growing up in the Internet age as well as experiencing the
most recent recession-has been largely ignored. As a result, many of the companies trying to win them over are
doing it all wrong.
"Gen Y likes to feel influence and power. They like to
feel that companies are serving them and really bristle
at the idea of being taken advantage of," says Kit Yarrow,
coauthor of Gen BuY: How Tweens, Teens, and TwentyS ornethings Are Rezs oluti.onizi.ng Retail. These relatively
new consumers are also on the lookout for potential scams
and bad deals, she says, and are wary at the first sign that
they are being manipulated.
Even before the recession, gen Y-ers'comfort with technology meant that they did more research and wer.e more
informed consumers than their predecessors, Yarrow adds.
Now, the financial crisis has underscored that competency.
An October Scottrade survey found that one third of responU.S.NEWS & WoRLD REPORT. WWW.USNE*S.CO'I
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dents ages 18 to 26 said they've learned more about how the
economy works and have become more familiar with their
own personal finance situation in the past year. Some 3/ percent said they are now doing more research before making
investments-a greater proportion than older age groups.
For the most part, banks, retailers, and other companies have failed to embrace this generation's new mindset. Banks further erode the trust of many

young custorriers, who already regard financial institutions with suspicion, every
time theyblast offa slew of product offers.
"People feel like they're getting bombarded
with irrelevant offers," says Ron Shevlin,

say the "newest trends and styles are important to me" fell
to 28 percent last fall, down from 41 percent a year earlier.
A recent survey by Retail Forward found that although
shoppers of all ages say they're buying less expensive versions of products, those in their 2Os and 3Os are the most
likely to do so. "They know that sometimes to get the best
price on something, you have to search around a bit. These

GEN Y.ERS LIKE TO FEEI- THAT COMPANIES

ARE SERVING THEM AND BRISTLE AT THE

IDEA OF BEING TAKEN ADVANTAGE OF.
senior analyst atAite Group, a research and
advisory firm. A recent Aite survey found
that among 2O-somethings, more than l in 5 reported a de- consumers are very adept at Internet searches and feel
creased trust level in banks over the past year.
comfortable price-comparison shopping," says Stephanie
Gomparing prices. In the retail sector, traditional lifestyle
Noble, associate professor of marketing at the University
advertising has become as outdated as low-rise jeans. Aberof Mississippi. Instead of feeling embarrassed about being
crombie & Fitch's reliance on its "cool and sexy" collegiate "cheap," they have a sense of accomplishment at finding the
image no longer resonates with 2o-somethings who now lowest price, Noble adds.
set a priority on saving money over following the latest
"It's almost like being frugal is in," says Andrew Fereday,
fashion trends. Its same-store sales fell 2z percent in the 28, an insurance broker in Chicago. Even though he and
third quarter of 2oog. BlGresearch, an online marketing his wife, who works in advertising, still earn a good livresearch firm, found that the share of 2o-somethings who
ing, they have scaled back on weekend trips and shopping
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expenditures. The recession, he says, inspired "us to put
something away for a rainy day."

perts. A stream of TWitter posts written by public-relations
officials on corporate news (which MasterCardhas done, for
That's not to say gen Y doesn't also love brands. Old Naly,
example) is unlikelyto attract manyfollowers. Tony Hsieh,
Forever 21, and H&M are among the favorites, according the head of online apparel and shoe retailer Zappos and an
to research by J.D. Power and Associates. "The brands avid social media user, tweets frequently about how he's
that resonate are the brands that provide value," says Mike spending his day ("Cab ride much faster than expected!"),
Cooperman, senior director of marketing. "That's where a quotes that inspire him, and sometimes company informaplace like Old Nary comes in. They want cute stuff and a tion ("Zappos &Amazon have officiallytied the knot!"). He
low price tag."
has attracted more than 1.6 million followers. Hsieh says his
Anne Wyrsch, 2f, a sales manager in Chicago, says she's
social media efforts are about forming better relationships
been focusing on the sales racks at her favorite stores, in- with customers. llltimately, he thinks his efforts boost sales.
cluding Banana Republic, the Gap, and Forever 21. She says
Peer approach. One credit union found success by hirthe financial crisis has made her more aware of the need ing a member of gen Y to do multimedia outreach. The
to bethriff. "I don't want to be on some list of people that Texas Dow Employees Credit Union hosts an annual conhave to file for bankruptcy," she says. She still makes room
test for a gen Y spokesperson who finds free things to do
for some expensive items in her budget, though. She says around Texas and shares them on the campaign's website,
that instead of buying a handful of items from H&M, she'd www.Eoungfieetenas.corn. (The campaign started at a Canarather invest in a Marc Jacobs suit
dian credit union and has since made
that will last through several Seasons.
its way south.) Armed with a $3O,OOO
CONSUMERS IN
"There's a more mindful type of purannual salary, a Toyota Prius, a Mac-

chasing for longer-term-investment
types ofpieces as opposed to splurging

on hundreds of dollars on something

you'll throw away next season," says
Mandy Putnam of Retail Forward.

camera, last year's winner, DeAndr6

30s ARE VERY

Upshaw, a graduate of Baylor University, posted videos and blog entries on financial literacy, budgeting,

ADEPT AT INTERI,IET

That focus on value can work in
retailers'favor, if they know how to
exploit it. Nita Rollins, a trends expert at Reiource Interactive, a digital

SEARCHES AND
FEEL COMFORTABLE

marketing agency, urges companies to
embrace the kind of secondhand swap-

Book, and a high-definition video

THEIR 20s AND

and other topics relevant to his pders.

Website visitors can click through
to more information on the credit

'union's offerings, but advertising

products is not the focus of the site.
The approach seems to be working.
Young and Free Texas's Trey Reeme
says that in the past two years, the

PRICE.COMPARISON
ping popular on sites such as Craigslist
and eBay. A snowboarding company,
SHOPPING.
for example, could allow customers
18-to-25-year-old demographic has
to trade in their used snowboards for
been its fastest-growing segment. "I
a discount on their next purchase. Such a program would
think tthe campaignl builds trust," says Reeme, who is
show that the company "is cool enough to know [customers]
29. Upshaw, Reeme adds, seems more like a friend than
want to recirculate their possessions," says Rollins. Ifthe a banker, and the annual contest sends the message "We
company refinishedthe secondhand snowboards it collected
want to learn from you, as well as help you-not just take
and resold th6m, it would show that it was in tune vrith gen your money."
Ys interest in sustainability, too, she adds.
Not all ofthe old rules are outdated-discounts and pro"This trend of 'unconsumption,'where people don't just motional deals also get 2O-somethings'attention. Burger
King found success with its "lose 10 Facebook friends, gain
spend less but also try to repurpose what they've already got,
is here to stay," Rollins says. American Apparel captured this
a Whopper" campaign, as does Starbucks with its giveaways
sentiment by calling one of its biggest sales a "rummage" through Facebook. For social networking outreach to work,
sale, which Rollins says fits into the "new culture of thrift."
companies have to generate content that somebody would
That other defining characteristic ofthe demographicwant to forward to friends, whether it's a discount or an
love of and access to technolory-has led some companies
entertaining video, says Anastasia Goodstein, founder of
astray in their marketing efforts, especially on social net- Youth Pulse Inc., a youth marketing and research company
working sites such as Facebook. "It's almost obnoxious to in San Francisco. In otherwords, if you're a company, don't
me," says Fereday, the insurance broker, a frequent Facebook
tell gen Y-ers about yourself. Instead, just let them know
user. "That's definitely not the way to reach me."
what you can do for them, and if you're lucky, they'll tell
The social network campaigns that work are the ones that their friends. And that brings up one more name you can
feel the most authentic and real, say youth marketing excall gen Y: influential. .
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Kimberly Palmer writes about how to save money, avoid scams, manage debt, and
a sawy shoppei at the Alpha Consumer blog. Check it out at
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